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INTRODUCTION 
The capture, marking and the subsequent recapture of marked ani­
ma l s  to obta i n  i nformation regardi ng the popu l ation dynami c s  of gi ven 
species of fish  began with S i r  Franc i s  Bacon i n  1 653.  Bacon tied r i­
bands on  the tai l s  of young salmon and recaptured a portion of  the 
marked individua l s  six months later upon their return from the sea 
(Wal ton 1653 ) .  Fraser i n  1 829 marked salmon by removi ng the adi pose 
fin  ( Cormack 1 969 ) .  Cormack ( 1 969) i ndicates that Laplace i n  1 786 
was the fi rst to uti l i ze this technique to estimate population s ize .  
Laplace computed the popul ation of France by recording the number of 
bi rths i n  areas of known popul ation whose names were recorded among 
the total country. The concept of capture-recapture to determi ne 
fish  popu l ation size was devel oped by Peterson ( 1 896 ) .  Peterson's 
i dea was fi rst put i nto practice to estimate population s i ze by Dahl 
( 1 918) .  Peterson, al though postu l ating the capture-recapture i dea 
to estimate population s ize ,  used marking only for estimating mor­
ta l i ty rates. Dahl captured trout by seining , marked them by remov­
ing the adipose fin and subsequently recaptured them by seining 
(Le Cren 1 965 ) .  The theory behind  Dahl's work, commonly known as the 
Peterson method , invol ves the marking of anima l s  on a s ingle  occasion 
and the samp l ing to recapture on a subsequent occas ion .  Thi s method 
whose concept i s  the bas i s  for a l l  other mark-recapture formu las ,  
i nvolves the theory that w it h  a known number of marked i nd i v iduals i n  
a popu l ation ,  an estimate can be made of the entire popu lation by com­
paring the ratio of marked to unmarked ind iv idual s captured on a sub­
sequent occasion (Cormack 1 969 ) .  The formul a  derived by Peterson is 
N=m;, with m being  the total number of marked individual s in the pop­
ul ation , c the number of fish in the samp l e ,  r the number of fish re­
captured i n  the sample and N the population estimate ( Lagler 1 971 ) .  
This same method was devel oped by Lincoln ( 1 930) working with water­
fowl populations, without pri or knowledge of Peterson's work. The 
types of anima l s  involved in these separate studies has l ed to wild­
l ife biologists referring to this s ing le  marking method as the Lincoln 
i ndex and fisheries b iol ogists as the Peterson method (Le Cren 1 965; 
Cormack 1 969 ) .  Marking experiments s ince this time have been expand­
ed into many varied statistical methods to obtain not only popul ation 
sizes but a lso the rates of exploi tation of populations , survival 
rates of populations from one year to the next ,  the rate of recruit­
ment into a popu l ation,  movements , m igration s ,  age and growth determin­
ation and behavi oral studies ( Ricker 1 958; Stott 1971 ) .  
MARKING AND TAGGI NG 
Marking and tagging are necessary procedures , i n  capture-re­
capture studies , which  al l ow a fish  to be identified as either an 
i nd ividual or a member of a particular group. Tagg ing involves the 
attachment of a foreign  object, usua l l y  bearing a number, to the out­
s ide or i ns ide of the fishes body . Marking involves the mutilation 
of part of the fishes body to l eave an ident ifiabl e condi t i on ( Stott 
1 9 7 1 ;  Lag l er 1 956 ) .  
Marking , as a rul e ,  is used as a group i dentify i ng technique 
rather than a method of identifying individua l s ,  al though a coding 
system can be used to identify individua ls  i f  needed (Stott 1 97 1 ;  
Lag l er 1 956 ) .  
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The most widely used marking method is that of fin cl ipping.  
Fin cl ipping is accompl ished by removing a l l  or a portion of the 
sel ected fin or fins . The paired fins ,  pectoral and particu larly 
the pel vic fins are used most often. The sing l e  fins, dorsa l , and 
caudal , are seldom used due to their ro les in behavior and mobil ity 
in most fish .  The adipose fin is often used in salmonids ( Stott 1 97 1 ;  
Lagler 1 956 ) .  
Holes punched in the operculum or fins by adapting smal l p liers 
to punch various shaped holes al l ows for many distinguishing marks to 
be made for identifying many different groups of fish .  Fishes with 
fleshy or brittle opercula  cannot be marked by punching in that region. 
Holes punched in either the operculum or fins regenerate quickly and 
are not suitable for l ong term experiments .  
Branding is an attractive method of  marking in that it a l l ows for 
the recognition of individua l s  without tagging but has , to this date, 
yieled varied results ( Stott 1 971 ) .  
E l ectrical ly heated brands and brands heated in boiling water have 
been tried by many investigators ( Buss 1 953; Johnson and Fie l ds 1959; 
Moav et al 1 960 a b; Groves and Novotny 1 965 ) .  Cold brand ing , using 
various combinations with dry ice is apparently easier to use in the 
fie l d  than the heating methods al though neither method l eaves a mark 
lasting l onger that six months ( Stott 1 971 ) .  Owens and Gebhart ( 1 958) 
devel oped an electrodesiccating unit for branding that yielded simil ar 
resu lts .  Mighe l l  ( 1 969) obtained the best results to date using a 
portable kit containing l iquid nitrogen that l eft a recognizabl e mark 
for 1 4  months on sockeye salmon . This method is best util ized on 
fish with sma l l  sca les and is hindered by the risk of fungal infection 
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due to the branding (Stott 1971) . 
Tattooing by placing inert pigments under the skin to fonn 
specific marks by the use of needles operated by hand or el ectric vi­
brators have been tried by many investi gators with l imited success. 
Dyes and pigments remain vis i bl e  for up to three months while i ndia ink 
and typan bl ue in titanium dioxide remai n  vi sible for fi ve months 
( Chapman 1957 b) . The tattooing process is l imited i n  its usefulness 
by being of only short term effectiveness , bei ng s l ow to apply and can­
not be used on l arge scaled fish. Tattooing when done properly,  how­
ever, keeps mortal ity and behavioral changes l ow (Stott 1971 ) .  
Subcutaneous injections of dyes and l atex have also  been used 
with mixed resu lts .  Dyes were mostly i neffective, though Kel ly ( 1 967 a b )  
found that National Fast Blue GXM with hydrated chromium oxide pro-
duced a mark l asting for at l east a year. Hart and Pitcher ( 1969) 
has s imi lar  results with Al cian B l ue 8GX. Working with l ampreys , 
Wigley ( 1 952 ) ,  obtained good resul ts with carbon and mercuric sul phide. 
Liquid latex, first used by Davis ( 1955) has been found effecti ve for 
three years in catostomids ( Green and Northcote 1968 ) , found suitable 
for sma l l  p l a i ce ( Riley 1 966 ) ,  had no different effect on the survival 
of redear sunfish than f i n  cl ipping (Gerk i ng 1 958) and was unsatisfactory 
on rai nbow trout ( Chapman 1 957 a ) .  
Vital Stains can be used to mark sma l l  fish by either irrvners ing 
or feeding .  Neutral red, Bismark Brown and Acridi ne Orange have been 
used by immersing , with Acridine Orange g i ving the best resul ts 
( Mathews 1970; Deacon 1 961; Bouchard and Matteson 1961 ) .  Sudan Bl ack 
B when appl ied to cut fins has been found to l eave a visible l ine after 
regeneration ( Eipper and Forney 1 965 ) .  This dye a l so resu lts  in stained 
eggs and fry for up to six weeks after the yol k sac is used up by feed-
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i ng i t  to femal e  brown trout ( Bagenal 1967 ) .  Hasler and Faber ( 1941 ) 
developed a l i fe l ong l asting mark by i njecting fingerl i ng rai nbow 
trout i nterperi toneal l y  with radioactive thorium d i ox ide i n  a carbo­
hydrate carrier .  The process i s  l im ited i n  i ts usefulness, however ,  
due to the need of x-ray equi pment for detection of the mark.  
The use of fl orescent materia l  i njected under the skin can be 
used successfu l l y  for up to s i x  months (Duncan and Donal dson 1 968; 
Phi nney et. al . 1 967 ) .  Weber and Ri dgeway ( 1 962 , 1 967) showed that 
the feedi ng of fl orescent mater ia l s  l eaves marks that are retai ned for 
three and one-ha l f  years without adverse survival affects. Th is  method , 
however , i s  l imi ted i n  i ts scope s i nce a n  ul tra vi olet l i ght source i s  
needed to determine the s i tes of ossi fi cation (Stott 1 971) . 
The ease and quickness of marking,  and the mi nimal amount of 
equi pment i nvol ved make the fin  cl i p  method of marking the standard 
practice i n  f isheries i nvestigations (Ricker 1 949; Stott 1 971 ) .  
Tagg i ng has an advantage over marking i n  that the tags can be 
numbered sequent i a l l y  to a l l ow the i denti fication of i nd iv i dual fi shes. 
Internal tags of brightly col ored pl astic or metal are used on some fish  
that are handled at  com ercia l  f ish  cl eani ng stations ( L i ndroth 195 5 ) .  
L e  Cren ( 1 954) unsuccessfu l l y  tried subcutaneous tags o n  char whi l e  
Bergman e t .  a l .  ( 1 968) showed severe hatchery loss with the i r  use. 
External tags are of various shapes , s i zes and compounds which 
are attached by means of a wire l oop or an i nternal anchor. Commonly 
used wired on tags are the p late tag s ,  hydrostatic tag and the double 
attachment tra i l er tag (Stott 1 971 ) .  
Pl ate tags i nvolve the use of a sma l l  pl ate or strip of metal or 
plastic  being attached to the anterior portion of the dorsal fin  by 
means of a wire hoop. The hydrostat ic  tag cons ists of a transparent 
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plastic cyl i nder ,  attached i n  a variety of ways , pl ugged at the ends, 
containing a message or number i ns ide .  Peterson tags are made up  of 
two buttons connected by a wire or rod that passes through the body 
under the dorsal fin  or through the operculum. Double attachment 
tra i l er tags are l i nks of stainless steel fastened to a cardboard strip 
contained in cel l u l oid , attached by two wires passing through the 
interneural bones under the dorsal f in .  
Interna l l y  anchored tags, such as the Sphyrion, spring anchor, 
barb-type pl actic and Danish rol l  and anchor, operate by l odging an 
anchor between the interneura l s  or behind the body wa l l  with a 
trail ing portion containing a number or message. Spaghetti tags are 
plastic tubes which run through the muscul ature in front of the dorsal 
fin and fasten by a plug.  Strap tag s ,  attached to the operculum or jaw ,  
are used o n  those fish whose pre-opercular o r  mandibul ar  bones are 
hard and robust enough to prevent the tag from wearing through. The 
disadvantage of the jaw tag is that it may affect feeding and 
therefore growth. Tags for special ized purposes can be made to fit  the 
investigators needs (Stott 1971 ) .  
METHODS OF POPULATION ESTIMATES 
The determination of fish popul ation s i ze can be determined by 
d i rect and indirect methods . Di rect methods i nvol ve the actual count­
i ng of fish populations. The draining of sma l l  bodies of water, the 
counting of migratory fishes moving up and down streams and fish ki l l s  
are common methods of direct enumerati ons of f ish  popu lations . Fish 
kil l counts come from natural kil l s  such as the red tide and pol lution 
as we l l  as from the purposeful ki l l ing of a population, for management 
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purposes , with rotenone or other chemical s .  Additi onal methods used for 
di rect counts i ncl ude photography from airplanes, the use of underwater 
cameras and el ectric eyes , trappi ng until there are repeatedly no 're­
turns and the use of divers swimmi ng transects , s i ngly or i n  l a rge 
teams where the water is sufficiently c l ear (Lagler 1 956 ) .  
Indirect enumeration of popu l a tions involves the estimation of 
popul ation size either by capture-recapture techniques based on pre­
v i ously marked fishes in the catch or by the technique of reduction of 
catch per unit of effort due to a dimi n ishing popu l a tion size due to 
sampling. The l atter method , derived by Delury ( 1947 )  is known as the 
Delury regression method. This method invol ves estimating the population 
by using data on the catch per unit of effort. This method is l imited 
in i ts scope of appl ication as it requires the decrease of the popu l a tion , 
due to sampling, to show a reduction in the catch during subsequent 
samp l es per unit of fishing effort. I deal conditions for this method 
would al l ow for reduction to the extent of depl etion. Estimation of 
popul ation size is made by an inspection of the graphed data to fit the 
expected straight l ine regression. The catch per unit of effort is the 
ordi nate and total catch, including the l atest sampl e is the abscissa . 
The regression l ine is then extrapolated by continu ing  the l i ne ei ther 
by eye or formu l a  to where i t  intercepts the X axis giving  the popu l a tion 
estimate of the popul ation original ly present. 
The capture-recapture method of i ndirect enumeration of fish pop­
ul ations involves the capture and release of a number of marked fish 
into the popul ation fol l owed by the recapture of some of these marked 
fish a l ong with some unmarked fis h .  The basic formul a  for this method 
was devel oped by Peterson ( 1896 ) , N=mc , in which there is one marking r 
period fol l owed by a subsequent recapturing period .  This basic formu l a  
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has been expanded upon by a great many authors to a l l ow for more varied 
sampl i ng techniques. Mod ifications of the Peterson method have been 
made by Schnabel ( 1938 ) , Schumacher and Eschmeyer ( 1 943 ) ,  Ba i l ey ( 1951 ) ,  
Jackson ( 1 939 ) , Parker ( 1955 ) ,  Chapman ( 1 954) ,  and others ( Lagler 1971; 
Ricker 1958 ) .  
The various techniques may be of the s i ng l e ,  mul t ip le ,  or point 
census i ng type. I n  the s i ng le  or Peterson type census the f ish  are 
marked on onl y one occasion and subsequentl y  recaptured on a s i ngl e 
other occasion. Mul tiple  census i ngs , those of Schnabel , Schumacher and 
Eschmeyer ,  and Chapman, i nvol ve mark i ng fish over a l ong period of time 
during wh ich  time recaptures are a lso  being made. Repeated censusing 
i s  used to determine survival rates by mak i ng two success i ve s i ngle 
or mul t ip le  censuses successful l y. Point censuses , those of Bai l ey,  
Jackson, and Parker, are espec ial l y  useful in  studies of  recrui tment 
and survival rates . These i nvol ve samp l i ng at certain times to mark, 
others to mark and recapture , and others just to recapture, with each 
sample hav i ng i ts own i dentifyi ng mark ( Ri cker 1 958 ) .  
These three censusing types may be d i rect , i nd i rect, modified 
i nverse or sequential  i n  nature. Di rect census i ng requires that the 
s i ze of the samples to be taken i s  fixed i n  advance or i s  dictated by 
sampl i ng success . Indi rect censusing i nvol ves ending the study when 
that number i s  reached. The mod i fied i nverse sampl i ng uti l i zes a pre­
determined number of unmarked f ish  i n  the sample whi l e  sequential 
censuses are done i n  stages to determi ne i f  a populati on i s  greater or 
l esser than a g iven size  ( R i cker 1958 ) .  
The formula modifications of the Peterson method most used i n  
fi sheries biol nnv are those of Schnabel and Schumacher and Eschmeyer 
J• 
( R i cker 195�) .  Schnabel ( 1938) derived her method from the concept 
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of maximum l ikl ihood. A multiple censusing procedure, the Schnabel 
formul a rel ies on continuous and simultaneous capture and recapture 
during the sampl ing .  Fish are continua l ly being marked throughout the 
entire procedure al l owing estimates to be made after each sampl i ng 
period unt i l  such time as continued sampl i ng produces l i ttle' affect 
on the population estimate. The formul a ,  N=�mc/�r , is most effi cient 
in l arge populations where only a smal l portion of the entire popul ation 
is marked (Cormack 1969; Houser 1 959 ) .  
The Schumacher and Eschmeyer ( 1943) formul a ,  a lso  for multiple cen­
sus ing ,  derived from a method of l east squares is N=£m2c�mr. Houser 
( 1 959) and Cormack ( 1 969) indicate that this formula  i s  superior to the 
Schnabel formula  in smal l popul ations where over one-half  of the popula­
tion has been marked. 
-� (mc)3 ,L(mc_L r Chapman (1951 ) derived the formula  N - .z_ (r) (u) (m-r)/L� whe e 
u i s  the number of unmarked fish in  the sampl e .  Cormack ( 1969) in-
dicates that this formula  gives an unbiased estimate of the population 
size. 
Bai l ey ( 1 951) suggested the Tri p le  catch method, a point census , to 
estimate popul ation si�e. This method i nvolves sampling f ish  a total 
of three times . Sampling on the fi rst and second occasions ,  the number 
of fish captured are marked T1 for the fi rst sampl ing and T2 for the 
second. During the second and third sampl i ng the s i zes of the sampl es , 
n2 and n3 are taken and the number of recaptures taken at these times 
are m12 , m13 , and m23 . Recaptures on the th·ird sampl ing are from 
ei ther the fi rst or second sampl ing and are distingui shed by m13 and 
m23 respectively .  Estimates made from the data are the proportion of 
the initial population that survives from the fi rst 
t2 m13 P1 t m , the size of the population on the second 1 23 
_q_ 
to the second sampl ing 
. t2 m2 m13 sampling N2- m m , 12 23 
and the proportion of increase between the second and third sampl i ng due 
n3 m12 to recruitment or immigration R- n m , (Jones 1 966 ) .  2 13 
Positive and negative methods to determine popul ation size were 
devel oped by Jackson in 1 936 ( Jones 1966 ) .  The positive method in-
val ves marking the anima l s  once and recapturing them at regu lar  inter­
val s .  Assuming that the popul ation remains constant whil e the number of 
marked animals decl i ne ,  an estimate of the surv i val  rate from the de-
c l in ing proportion of marked anima l s  in each sample can be made. Using 
that,  the popu l ation s i ze can then be calcul ated by using the Peterson 
formul a .  Jackson's negative method uses recapturing on a sing l e  oc-
casion the anima l s  prev iously  marked during a series of regular ly  spaced 
interval s .  Parker ( 1955) developed a method sim i l a r  to Jackson's 
positive method but assumed a fixed T and an increasing N (Jones 1 966 ) .  
Jones ( 1966) indicates that there are three d ifferent s i tuations 
that can be encountered i n  estimati ng f ish  popul ations. Populations 
may be so l a rge that onl y  a minute fraction of the fish popu lation can 
be marked. Thi s occurs i n  commercial  mar ine fisheries where there i s  
l ittle expectation of obta i n i ng marked fish in a sample taken at a g i ven 
time . The Peterson method i s  appropriate here s ince the i nvestigator 
must rel y  on the prolonged acti vities of the commercia l  f ishermen for 
recapture. 
The second s ituation is that found in those l akes and streams 
where the investigator is able to mark a l a rge proportion of the pop-
ulation. The l arge proportion marked makes i t  reasonab l e  to expect 
that marked f ish  wi l l  be obtai ned at any g iven time . I n  this situa­
tion, the Schnabe l ,  Jackson pos i tive and negat i ve methods and Bail ey's 
triple catch methods can be employed to obta i n  good resu l ts (Jones 1966) . 
Si tuations where a very l a rge segment of the popu l ation i s  marked 
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and marked animal s  are repeatedly caught are best handled by the Schumacher 
and Eschmeyer formul a  ( Jones 1 966 ) .  
ASSUMPTIONS OF INDIRECT ESTIMATING PROCEDURES 
The great variations of methodology in indirect population estima­
tion procedures ,  regardl ess of the type , can give justifiable results 
only if certain assumptions can be met. The cl oser these assumptions 
are to being true the l ess biased the resu l ts wil l be, resul ting in a 
more accurate estimation ( Lagl er 1956; Ricker 1958 ) . The assumptions 
made for the Del ury regression type of procedure are : 1) the population 
is c losed (migration and natural mortal ity are neglegibl e ) , 2 )  units of 
effort empl oyed do not compete with one another or are constant during 
the sampling and 3 )  the response of the fish to the sampling procedures 
remains constant during the investigation ( Lagl er 1 956 ) .  
Assumptions for capture-recapture estimates are: 1 )  marked and un­
marked members of the population undergo the same mortality, 2 )  marked 
individuals do not l ose their marks , 3 )  marked and unmarked members of 
the popu lation are equa l l y  vu l nerable to capture, 4 )  marked individual s 
must mix randomly with the popu lation or the sampling effort must be 
proportional to the number of fish present in different portions of the 
body of water, 5 )  a l l  recaptures must be recognized and reported and 6 )  
recruitment must be negl igible ( Ricker 1 948 ) .  
Differential mortal ity or marked individua l s  undergoing more mor­
tal ity than unmarked individua l s  is frequent in marking experiments 
( Ricker 1958 ) .  This extra mortal ity res u l ts either directly from the 
tag or mark or indirectly due to the handling and stress of the marking 
operation. This mortal ity can be instantaneous due to the l oss of bl ood, 
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infection or trap shock or it can be continuing mortal ity due to some 
sort of disabil i ty imposed upon the f ish  by the tag or l oss of a fin .  
Mortal i ty resul t ing from the marking procedures , ei ther direct or in­
di rect wil l resul t in popul ati on estimates that are too high and ex­
plo itation rates that are too low s i nce the number of recaptures wil l 
be too sma l l  to be representative of the number original ly marked 
( Ricker 1 948; Crowe 1953 ) .  The most common approach uti l i zed to test 
for differential morta l i ty is the comparison of the returns of indiv i duals 
marked with different ki nds of marks or tags. Marks recaptured with 
equal frequency indicate that none of the marks produced any significant 
morta l i ty regardless of the amount of mutil ation invol ved in the mark-
ing. The recapturing of fish more frequently with one mark than another 
indicates that the mortal ity i s  more severe with one mark over that of 
the other but does not indicate that the mark with the better returns 
has no significant affect on mortal ity (R i cker 1 958 ) .  Foerster (1936) 
found that the removal of the ventral fins of yearl ing  sockeye salmon 
resul ted i n  marked fish survi ving to maturity only 38% as often as unmarked 
ones. Ricker and Lagler ( 1942) marked centrarchids by removing  the pelvic 
fins of ha l f  the captured fish and used a jaw tag as wel l  as removing 
the pel vics on the other hal f. Both marks were recaptured with the 
same frequency i n  traps indi cating that neither the tag or the mark 
affected the mortal ity of the f ish .  Ricker ( 1949) indicates that the 
removal of fins from spiny rayed fishes fi ve inches and l onger has so 
sma l l  an affect on the growth and mortal ity of the fish that i t  can be 
i gnored. The affect on smal l bas s ,  however, has a defi n i te unfavorabl e 
affect upon their survival . Coble ( 197 1 )  has shown that the recovery 
of a fin cl ipped bass is about one-hal f  to one-third that of the con-
trol f ish  and that survival i s  better when onl y  one ventral fin is cl i pped. 
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The loss of marks or tags can be another source of error in popu l a­
tion estimate studies. Tags must be attached reasonably permanently to 
attain usabl e resu l t s .  Tags not attached permanently can a t  times be 
detected through close examination of samples where scars from detached 
tags can be detected. Marking by fin cl ipping or punching holes in fins 
must be done with care since many fish nave considerable power of fin 
regeneration . Pectoral fins of adu l t  Pomoxis annul aris have been known 
to regenerate a lmost perfectly in one year ,  except for some waviness ,  
when cl ipped a lmost at the base ( Ricker 1958 ) .  Young Micropterus 
salmoides (Meehan 1940) in Fl orida regenerate pectoral and pelvic fins 
within a few weeks while young bass in Indiana exhibit imperfect regener­
ation ( Ricker 1958) .  Lepomis , various I ctalurus and Perea flavescens 
do not regenerate pectoral s and imperfectly regenerate pelvics when 
closely cut. Al l centrarchids regenerate soft dorsal and anal fins 
perfectly regardless of how closely they are cut. Salmonid fishes re­
generate a l l  fins poorly with regeneration best ,  though imperfect , i n  
the adipose fin (Ricker 1958) . Missing fins occur in nature but are 
rare, especial ly in freshwater , and are probably of no significance. 
A source of error commonly encountered is that of marked or tagged 
fish being more or l ess vul nerabl e to capture than unmarked fish .  Thi s 
occurs most often due to changes in the behavior of the fish resul ting 
from the capture and marking operations.  The capture and marking 
operations impose both physical and probably psychological handicaps 
upon the fish ( Ricker 1948 , 1958 ) .  These handicaps al ter the bahavior 
patterns of the marked individuals for varying l engths of time. Be­
havioral changes have been shown in centrarchids.  Marked individual s  
when first rel eased swim down and burrow into the weeds.  This type of 
behavior wou l d  a l l ow these marked individua l s  to be more easily caught 
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in  traps or hoop nets than unmarked f ish .  Marked f ish  may not feed 
for a time resul t ing in  these f ish  being l ess l i kely to be caught by 
fi shermen. Mobi l i ty may be l ess , due to marking , resu l ting i n  these 
fish being l ess l i kely to be caught in stati onary gear l i ke hoop or 
g i l l  nets , but more l i kely  to be caught in seines or trawl s .  Conversely,  
marking may resul t in  increased acti v i ty resu l ti ng in  more recaptures 
than shou l d  occur i n  stationary gear (Ricker 1 948 , 1 958 ) .  Jaw tags 
make f i s h  much l ess vul nerable to ang l i ng whi l e  11Peterson di sks11 a l l ow 
fish to be more vul nerable to g i l l  nets than untagged f ish  s i nce the 
tags get entangled in the twine of the net ( Ricker 1958 ) .  Ri cker ( 1949) 
indicates that tagged fish were recaptured much l ess frequently by 
anglers than marked ones. The presence of the tag or mark caused no 
excess mortal i ty but the tag apparently interferred with the feeding 
of the f ish ,  hence infl uencing the number recaptured by fishermen. 
Fish not orig ina l ly  a part of the popu l ation,  such as hatchery 
raised f ish ,  whether marked or not , wi l l  behave d i fferently, resul ting 
i n  errors in  estimates due to too few or too many being recaptured 
( Ricker 1 958) .  
Differentia l  vul nerab i l i ty to capture of marked and unmarked 
f ish  i s  d i ffi cult to detect. Recaptures are ordinari l y  not numerous 
so determination of errors of this nature are hard to demonstrate. 
Effects of this nature can be confused wi th morta l i ty due to tagging 
and can be studied by compari sons of recaptures by various samp l i ng 
techniques s ince vu l nerabi lity wil l vary with the type of gear used 
(Ricker 1958 ) .  
The random mixing of marked indi v i duals  into the popul ation or 
the sampl i ng effort being proporti onal to the number of f i s h  in  
d i fferent areas of  the body of  water must occur to obtain an  unbiased 
estimate. Singly,  e i ther one of these factors when present wi l l  resu l t  
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i n  an unbiased estimate(Ricker 1948, 1 958 ) .  Schumacher and Eschmeyer 
( 1 943) pointed out that their ratio of unmarked to marked Ictal urus �, 
Cyprinum carpi o and Ictiobus � showed signif icant d i fferences apparent­
ly  due to the i nabi l i ty to sample much of the pond with the i r  nets due 
to the l arge amount of sha l l ow water. Studying a l ong narrow pond, 
Lagler and Ricker ( 1 943) found that there was l ittle mi xture between 
the fish popu l ations at each end of the pond. The l ack of random d i s­
tribution of fish in situations l ike this necess i tates that the fishing 
effort be random or that the sections of the l a ke be considered separate 
popul ations . Sma l l  bodies of water ( Carl ander and··Lewis 1948) a l l ow 
the random distribution of marked fish quickly whereas equal random 
mi x i ng i s  unl i kely in l a rge l a kes .  R i vers , l arge l a kes and oceans pro­
vide the most d i ffi cu l t  problems i n  establ ishing random mixi ng or samp l i ng 
due to the size of the bodies of water, l ocal stabil ization of populati ons 
and the movement of fishes (Ricker 1 958) . Fredin ( 1 950) expressed 
concern in obtaining random samples during sampl i ng procedures since 
al l sampl i ng gear is selective and can't be used in certa i n  areas of a 
body of water. The need for di fferent capturi ng techniques to e l imi nate 
this was suggested. 
The i ncompl ete checking of marks can resu lt  i n  s i gnifi cant errors 
in estimates. The checking of the marks or tags by trained personnel 
wil l minimize this  bias .  I n  many studies , however, the investigator 
must rely on commercial ,  sport fishermen or untrained personnel to re­
turn capture data. The more obvious the mark or tag, the more pub­
l i city given, the amount of handling requi red and the amount of reward 
given a l l  i nfl uence the compl ete checki ng of marks i f  trained personnel 
are not avai l able (R icker 1948, 1958 ) .  
Recruitment by growth and immigration must be negl igi bl e i f  pop-
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u l ation estimates are to be rel i ab le .  When recruitment becomes a factor, 
population estimates are too high.  Recruitment due to i mmigration i n  
ponds and l akes i s  practi cal l y  nonexistent, whi l e  i n  rivers and oceans 
i t  must be dea l t  with ( Ri cker 1958; Cooper and Lagler 1956). Correcti ons 
for recruitment due to growth of fi shes can be made in several ways to 
el iminate error. The popu l ation can be divided i nto age groups which 
overlap only sl i ghtly in l ength. A boundary can be set up whose posi­
tion wi l l  advance as the season progresses and as the fish grow by 
choosi ng the l ower l im it  of size of the fish to be marked at the gap 
between the two age groups. This wi l l  a l l ow a constant proportion of 
marked to unmarked fi sh to be obta i ned as long as the other assumpt i ons 
hold true. Another method invol ves determining the rate of growth of 
the two age cl asses most near the min imum size of fish being sampled .  
The  rate of  growth ,  detenTiined by annu l us formati on on the scales, when 
appl i ed proportionately to the l ength of time involved ,  can be used to 
determine which fish were of the min imum size at the i n i ti al date of 
sampl ing ( Ri cker 1948, 1958). Parker (1955) developed a method which 
avoids the use of age or growth estimates to prevent bias by recrui t­
ment. Upon the compl et i on of marking,  addi t i onal fish are added to the 
population which decreases the percentage of marked fi sh i n  the popul ation 
wi th a correspond ing  reduction in the ratio of marked to unmarked i n  
later samples. The rat i o ,  p lotted aga i nst time gives a l i ne which  at 
the i ntercept of X=O gives an estimate of the ratio of marked to unmarked 
at the time of marking. Thi s number divi ded by the number marked y i el ds 
an estimate of the i n i ti al popul ation.  The standard deviation,  cal­
culated from the l i ne and converted to standard error gives confidence 
l im its that a l l ow for recruitment ( Ri cker 1 948, 1958). 
Sources of systematic  error other than the six basic assumptions are 
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those of differenti a l  vul nerability to capture of different sizes and 
species of fish .  Lawrence ( 1 952)  d iscovered that l a rger bl uegil l s  
are more vu l nerable  to trap recapture than smal l er bl uegi l l s .  Since 
most sampl i ng methods are sel ecti ve,  but in different ways , error due 
to sel ecti v i ty can be l essened when one method is used i n  marking and 
another to recapture ( Lawrence 1 952; Fredin 1 950; Fessler 1 950; Westers 
1 963 ) .  The detection of differential vul nerabi l ity of different sized 
f ish  can be accompl ished by comparing the rate of recaptures of marked 
individuals  of different sizes with a l arge enough number to m i nimize 
sampl i ng error. Differential vul nerabil i ty of different size fish can 
be hard to separate from differential mortal ity or di fferential behavior­
al changes i f  they affect one size more than another. This varied 
vul nerabi l i ty of different sized fishe s ,  though common, can be minimized 
by excluding those fish near the l imits of vul nerability of the sampling 
technique by us ing less selective sampl ing or by dividing the popu la tion 
into s i ze groups ( Ri cker 1 948, 1 958 ) .  
Differenti a l  vul nerabil i ty among different specie s ,  even close l y  
re l a ted species can be great. Lepomis microl ophus is about ten times 
more vul nerable to trapping as Lepomis macrol ophu s .  Trapping data in a 
mixed popul ation of these two species woul d  yield  twice as many redears 
being captured than bl uegil l s  with twenty times as meny redears bei ng 
recaptured. Combining the species together would yield  a popu lation 
estimate 64% l ower than the sum of the two species considered separate l y  
( Ri cker 1 958). Krumhol z ( 1 944) a l so found this to be true in a popula­
tion of Micropterus and Lepomis gibbosus where , when ca l cu lated separately, 
the total popul ation was 1 9,080 , but when l umped together and calculated, 
it was 9 , 700. These errors can be prevented by estimating each species 
separate l y  regardl ess of how closel y they are related ( Ri cker 1 958) .  
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SAMPLING 
Knowledge of taxonomy, popul ation s i ze ,  growth rate, mortal ity rate, 
recruitment and sex and year class composition in fisheries biol ogy are 
derived from the capture of fishes. Capturing is necessary due to the 
aquatic envi ronment itself which genera l l y  prevents the d i rect observa­
tion of fish popu lations . Capture methods usua l l y  sample only a sma l l  
amount of the fishes present in a popu lat ion and are selective with re­
spect to species ,  s ize ,  and often sex . Among the more common methods 
of capturing fish and the ones used i n  this study are el ectrofishing,  
seining,  hoop netting and gil l netting (Lagler 1 971 ) .  
ELECTROSHOCKING 
The use of el ectric current to capture fish was first used in 
Europe i n  the 1 920's ( Schiemenz and Schonfel der 1 927; Hager 1 934) . 
E l ectrofishing has the advantage over many sampl ing methods i n  that i t  
is one of the l east sel ective active fishing methods ( Lag ler 1 971 ; 
Sul l ivan 1956 ) .  Early use of electrofishing principal ly  i nvol ved pop­
ul ation studies of streams ( Larimore et.  a l .  1 950) . Stream shocking 
has been done with both A . C .  and D . C .  generators and battery powered 
back pack units. The A . C .  units invol ve the use of two el ectrodes 
five meters apart immobilizing fish so they can be netted. D . C .  units 
are operated by two electrodes,  the cathode ( ground} and the anode. 
The anode i s  moved by a pole to l ead fish to a dip net for recovery. 
Stream shockers are frequently used in conjunction with nets bl ocking 
areas of the stream to prevent fish from escaping ( Lagler 1 97 1 ) .  
Electrofishing gear for l akes and river use are mounted in sma l l  
motor boats. The el ectrodes made of metal rods or chains are suspend-
ed from booms i n  front of the boat. The boat i s  then s l owly driven 
through sha l l ows and al ong weed beds with the stunned fish being netted 
from the water. Gear for l ake shocking may be A . C . ,  D . C . , or D . C .  equipped 
with an adjustable electronic pul sator. 
El ectric seines have a l so been developed that operate on an A . C .  
power source with one el ectrode running al ong the l ead l i ne and the 
other al ong the float l i ne of the seine .  These seines are l imi ted to 
water two meters deep and are i neffective i n  reducing the avoidance behavior 
of fishes to a conventi onal seine ( Lagler 1971 ) .  
The reactions of f ish  to electric current are of three types. The 
f i rst reaction type i s  the "frightening effect". The second i s  electro­
taxi s  which results i n  ei ther an attraction or repu ls ion  to the electric 
current. El ectronarcosis  or gal vanonarcos i s ,  the th ird type of reaction,  
is  the compl ete immobi l i zation of the fish,  if  at this  time there i s  a 
sufficient i ncrease i n  power, the f ish  dies by el ectrocution. Th is  
series of  responses end i ng in  el ectronarcos i s  is  due to i ncreased l evels 
of vol tage ( V i bert 1 967 ; Adams et.  a l .  1 9 7 2 ) .  
The effectiveness of el ectrofi s h i ng depends o n  el ectrical parameters ,  
biological  parameters and physio-chemical parameters . The el ectrical 
parameters of impulse current, shape of the impu l se and l ength of the 
impulse  a l l  i nfl uence fish  behavior  to the current. F ish  reactions i n­
vo lv ing the impulse of the current depend on the shape of the current , 
impulse rate, and mean flow of the current. The shape of the impulse 
needed to capture f ish  i s  that of a steep i ncrease with a s l ow decrease . ·  
Th is  drop i n  voltage, due to the conduct iv ity of the fi shes flesh and 
the conduct iv ity of the water i s  important i n  caus i ng el ectronarcos i s .  
Length of the impulse  that i s  effective varies with species , s ize and 
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shape (Vibert 1 967; Adams et. al. 1 972). 
The biological parameters that affect electrofishing are the species, 
metabolic rate, l ength of the fish and the degree of sexual maturation 
or exhaustion at the time. The optimum rate varies depending 
on the species. A rate of 7-20 impulses per second i s  effective for 
tuna , 45-50 for carp and 60-65 for trout. Fish with hi gher metabolic 
rates are more prone to capture, l i ke the trout, than those with a l ow 
metabolic rate l ike the carp. F ish  that are long i n  l ength are more 
prone to capture than short fish who are less prone to capture at the 
same potential. Fish that are sic k ,  exhausted, or at the stage of sex­
ual maturity do not react well to electric current and are more easily 
captured than healthy f ish  (Vi bert 1 967). 
The physio-chemical parameters involved i n  el ectrofishing effic i ency 
are the chemical composition of the water and water temperature. Water 
that has a h i gh concentration of K+ i ncreases the metabolism and excit­
abi lity of fish .  This apparently causes induction at lower densities of 
current and electronarcosis at higher dens i t i es of current than water 
containing  h igh concentrations of Ca+, which decreases the metabolism 
and excitability of fish. Temperature affects f ish  by making them more 
easily stimulated in warmer water temperatures due to an increased meta­
bol ic  rate (V i bert 1967). 
Vi bert ( 1 967), Pratt ( 1951 ) and Taylor et. al. ( 1 957) indicate that direct 
current is superior to alternating current not onl y for effectivel y 
capturing fish but a lso superior in safety to the f ish .  Pulsed direct 
current when compared to the other two has the greatest neurophysiol ogical 
effect on the fish ,  allowing more captures and at the same time has the 
least damaging effects. 
Sullivan ( 1 956) using a direct current shocker to make population 
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estimates determined that species found i n  areas of dense cover such as 
centrarchi ds and bul l heads are more d i fficul t to capture than species 
inhabiting areas with l ittle cover such as suckers . Sul l ivan noted as 
others have that larger fish are more eas i l y  obtained than smal l er 
fishes. This he contri butes to the fact that the larger f ish  are more 
easil y seen than the smal l fish. 
Loeb ( 1 958) estimating populations in New York lakes discovered 
that after three weeks too many marked fish were being captured . Explan­
ati ons for this were that marked fish were more susceptibl e to shocking 
than unmarked fi s h ,  the marked f ish  may have been weakened by the original 
capturing process or that the marked fish returned to the shoreline 
where they were ori ginal l y  captured instead of random l y  mixing with the 
populati on .  
E l ectrofishing was deemed impractical (Larimore et. al . 1 950) in 
s oft water, since the effic iency of the el ectrical f ield  was greatl y re­
duced, and in turbid waters where shocked f ish  were diffi cul t to see. 
Larimore et. al . a l so  noted that s ome speci es tend to move ahead of the 
boat and are not shocked unless cornered. 
The density of the population ,  fl oatation rate of various species 
and the depth di stri bution of the fi sh  a l l  i nfl uence the col l ection of 
fi shes by el ectrofishing (Vibert 1 967). 
Cross and Stott ( 1 975) using the Oelury regress ion method by mark­
i ng f ish  instead of removing them found that even though the popul ation 
was not physica l l y  reduced the total number of f ish  caught on each 
sampl ing period decreased. Using a pul sed direct current shocker it 
was determi ned that the decrease in catch was due to unmarked fish being 
caught more readily .  The decrease in avai l abi l i ty of unmarked fi sh  to 
capture occured during the first or second exposure to el ectrofishing. 
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This decrease in ava i lability results in a small popul ation actual l y  
being sampled. 
E l ectrofishing is a practical method of sampl ing  fish populations 
s i nce i t  does not kil l ,  effect spawning , or impede the growth of f ishes 
(Vibert 1 967). 
SEINING 
The use of seines to capture fish may be done paral l el to the 
shore or from offshore to onshore. The most common seines used are the 
tra i l ering bag seine, straight seine and mi nnow seine.  Trail ering bag 
seines are genera l l y  th irty feet l ong , six feet deep with 0 . 5  i nch 
square mesh forming the wings of the seine with a bag eight feet long 
of 0 . 2 5  inch square mesh trail i ng behind i n  the middl e .  T h i s  seine, 
l ike a l l  seines , has a buoyant float l i ne  on top to prevent the top of 
the seine from becoming submerged and a weighted bottom l ine so the 
bottom of the net wil l remain on the bottom of the body of water. 
Straight seines are generally ten feet l ong , six feet deep with 
0 . 25  inch square mesh. Minnow seines have smal l mesh, 0 .  1 25 inch ,  and 
are six to twenty feet l ong and four feet deep. Seines are usua l l y  
operated by two or more men pul l ing  the seine through the water by pol es 
attached paral l el to the mesh at the ends. Sei n i ng results are best 
when the water used i s  no deeper than two thi rds the height of the 
net since this prevents fish swimming  under or over the net (Lagler 
1 956 , 1 971 ).  
The efficiency of sei n i ng can be increased by choosing the proper 
habitat , seining after dus k ,  seining with the current i n  s l uggish streams 
and by adding an apron to the weighted l ine to prevent fish from moving 
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out of the net at the bottom ( Lagler 1 971 ) .  
Carl ander and Moorman (1956) indicated that seines were not effective 
for making popul ation estimates of bass popul ations since the seine is 
not an effective device for capturing bass and once captured they are 
d i fficul t to recapture . 
Krumhol tz ( 1951) found that minnow seines often do not reveal al l 
the kinds of young fish present in a pond while Carl ander and Lewis 
{1948 ) indicate that seining is rel ative l y  free from selectivity of cer­
tain species of fishes.  
The useful ness of seines for capturing fish ( F redin 1950) is that 
they take l arger sampl es of fish in a shorter period of time than most 
sampl ing gear and they are l ess sel ective as to species and s i ze of fish 
caught.  Fredin { 1 950) and Fessler  (1950) al so ind icated that bass were 
difficul t to capture s ince they would jump over the seine if it wasn't 
kept high out of the water. 
Buck and Thoits ( 1965) indicated ,  l ike Fredin , that seining offers 
a l ess time consuming method of sampling fish than other methods despite 
its inadequacies .  In their studies on  ponds , they found that perch estimates 
were too high due to the tendancy of the perch to avoid recapture. Smal l ­
mouth bass, largemough bas s ,  brown bul l head and b l uegil l popul ation es­
timates were too l ow due to a disproportionatel y  high number of recaptures . 
Because of the inadequacies of seining in obtaining unbiased resul ts ,  
they concl ude that the seine shoul d not be used for capture-recapture 
popul ation estimates . 
Studying carp , Beukema and DeVos ( 1 974) found that seines were not 
sel ective for different sizes of carp. Throughout the study, the catch 
per seine haul decreased rapid l y  and marked ind i viduals were more prone 
to capture than unmarked individual s .  Th is  resul ted , as is the usual case 
with this capturing method, i n  popul ation estimates that were too l ow.  
HOOP NETS 
Hoop nets are made of exterior webbing that i s  tied,  i n  the shape 
of a cone to the i n s ide of f ive hoops. The hoops , made of wood or metal 
vary i n  s ize  with the first hoop being the l a rgest, the l ast the smal l est 
with the others of intermediate s izes . The hoops are spaced equa l l y  apart 
at a d i stance of about one meter each . Two funnel shaped throats are 
attached to the i nterior of the net . The first throat i s  attached per­
i phera l l y  at the front hoop and posteriorly at the th ird whi l e  the second 
throat i s  attached to the third and f ifth hoops . The s i ze of the hoops 
and mesh are variabl e ,  depend i ng on the size  of f ish  being captured 
( Lagler 1 971) . 
Hoop nets can be extremely effeci ent or selective depending on 
the species i nvol ved . Effici ency depends on the species and whether the 
nets are set paral lel  or perpend icul ar to the shore. These nets are 
general ly set i n  water about equal i n  height to the diameter of the 
fi rst hoop. When set i n  deeper water the nets are baited to attract 
fi sh .  Bai ting or fish ing during spawning  seasons i ncrease the effici ency 
of hoop nets ( Lagler 1 97 1 ) .  Barni ckol and Starrett ( 1 951 ) i ndi cate that 
hoop net efficiency decreases during the warm months of the year. 
Fish  are caught in hoop nets due to the ir  own movements . Thi s may 
be due to the net be ing i n  the exact path of movement of the fi sh, the 
fish may be captured when they try to get by the wings of the net or 
certa i n  f ish  may be attracted to the encl osure just as they are at­
tracted to hol l ow l ogs ,  bank holes or s ubmerged brush .  F i sh  entering 
the front compartment move about unt i l  they ei ther escape or pass through 
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the second funnel . F ish  passing into the rear portion of the net are l ess 
l i kely to escape due to the sma l l er d iameter of the rear hoops and the 
throat camoufl aging the hoops ( Hansen 1944 ) .  
F i sh  escaping from hoop nets have been described by Waters ( 1 960) 
who noted that sma l l  f ish  were sometimes g i l l ed in the mesh of the net 
and were observed at times to escape. Hansen ( 1 944) testing the rate of 
escape of fish from hoop nets found that b l uegi l l s  and l argemouth bass 
escape from hoop nets often and with great ease . Turbid conditions ap­
parently have no affect on how successfully a f ish  escapes from a hoop 
net though Hansen postulated that there i s  some turb id ity threshold that 
would l i mi t the number of escapes. 
Schumacher and Eschmeyer ( 1 943) found hoop nets to be h i gh l y  select­
i ve to spec i e s ,  l ocation and time of day. Certa i n  species of f i sh 
abundant i n  the pond were captured infrequently whi l e  others not abundant 
were captured frequently .  Crapp ies ,  bul l heads and common suckers were 
eas i l y  captured whi l e  carp , buffal o  and shad even though they were abund­
ant were not captured easi l y .  Those fish most readi ly captured were the 
same ones most read i l y  recaptured. Th is  resulted i n  errors i n  indicating 
the re lative abundance of each species i n  the pond. The poss ib i l i ty of 
determin i ng the extent of selecti v ity was expressed and would a l l ow ac­
curate estimates of rel ative abundance. The l ocations of nets were 
selective i n  that even though a l l  species were present throughout the l ake 
they tended to concentrate i n  general areas , resulting i n  certain nets 
capturing more of a certain species than others. The time of day in­
fl uenced the efficiency of the nets i n  regards to various species.  Bl ue­
g i l l s ,  bass and redhorse were captured more frequently during the day 
wh i l e  crappies ,  buffalo  and bul l heads were captured more frequently at 
night .  
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Lagler and Ricker ( 1 943) i nd icate s imi lar  select i v ity of the hoop 
net wh ich  l ed to an i naccurate estimate of the rel at i ve abundance of f i s h­
es i n  a pond. 
Krumholz ( 1 951 ) ,  real iz ing  the select iv i ty of hoop nets , used nets 
of four d i fferent mesh s i zes .  Indicating that fish may react negative­
ly to darkness and therefore avoi d  nets darkened by sma l l  mes h ,  h i s  use 
of d i fferent mesh sizes,  each catching di fferent s i zes and species of 
fi s h ,  would a l l ow for a more rel i ab le  estimate. Krumhol z  also indicated 
that f ish  l ess than 45 mm i n  l ength coul d pass through the mesh and coul d 
not be captured. 
Studying carp capture, Beukema and DeVos ( 1 974) found that certain 
carp were hoop net shy and others were prone to capture i n  hoop nets. 
This  variation to capture was related to s ize ,  with the smal ler  carp 
being  more prone to capture than l arger carp. Conversel y, Latta ( 1 959) 
has shown that these nets are selective for l arger f i s h ,  not sma l l er  
f i sh ,  above the minimum s i ze imposed by the physical dimension of the 
net . This  selecti v i ty was attri buted to the behavior of the fish .  
Waters ( 1 960), us i ng hoop nets , obtai ned capture-recapture estimates 
that were too low. This  was due to marked ind iv idua l s  being  recaptured 
too frequently. This  was attri buted to some indiv idual s be ing  more sus­
ceptib le  to trapping than others. He concl uded that capture-recapture 
estimates are not val i d  when used with hoop nets because the estimates 
produced are too l ow.  
GILL  NETTING 
Gi l l  nets are composed of nylon mesh and twine to form a s i ngle 
wal l of fabric.  The net ,  with floats on the top l i ne and weights on the 
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bottom , is hung l oosely in the water so that the mesh openings are of 
a vertical ly el ongated diamond shape rather than square. Typical nets 
consist of various different mesh sizes and may be set on the bottom or 
at various other depths (Lagler 1 956,  1 971 ). 
Fish may become captured in a gil l net by becoming wedged,  gilled 
or tangl ed . A fish becomes wedged when it becomes hel d tightly by a 
mesh around the body. A gil l ed fish cannot escape because i t  cannot 
back out of the net due to being caught behind the gil l covers. Tangl ­
ing results when a fish is hel d  by the teeth, maxil l aries or other pro­
jections without having penetrated the mesh. Wedging and gil l ing are re­
l ated to mesh size while tangling is not. Small fish can swim through 
the mesh while l arge fish do not penetrate far enough to be gi l l ed .  
This indicates that the sma l l est fish caught have maximum girth while 
the l a rgest captured have their head girth equal to that of the mesh 
perimeter. Fish of intermediate s i zes are hel d due to the presence of 
the net not a l l owing them to back out and to their inabil ity to swim 
with enough force backwards . The methods of capture by gil l net i ndi­
cate the importance of mesh size on gil l  net selectivity (Haml ey 1 975). 
Net visibil ity a lso p lays an important rol e  in gil l net selectivity 
( Hamley 1 97 5 ) .  The visibil ity of the nets is rel ated to the thi ckness 
of the twine and the co l or of the net. Fish genera l l y  avoid nets due 
to visual cues a lthough l ateral l ine detection may a lso  p l ay a role 
(Haml ey 1 975). 
Jester ( 1 973) indicates that white nets catch more f i s h  than color­
ed nets .  Colored nets are sel ective with regards to species and  can be 
used to select the species or group of fishes the investigator wants to 
col l ect. Brown nets catch more smal lmouth ,  buffa l o ,  carp, and river 
carpsucker a l ong with fewer gizzard shad,  channel catfish and white bass 
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than any other colored net. Orange nets are most efficient in capturing 
smal l sunfish  whi l e  large l argemough bass were taken most often with 
yellow nets.  
Thinner gi l l  nets catch more f ish  than thi cker ones. The thinner 
the net i s ,  the more flexi bl e ,  stretchable and less v i s i b l e  it i s  to the 
fish .  The more flex ib le  and stretchable the net , the l arger amounts and 
s izes of f ish  wi l l  be caught as l ong as the twine does not break. V i s ib i l ­
i ty has a s i ze threshold below wh i ch a l l  s i zes of twine are equa l l y  in­
vis ib le  to f ish  (Hamley 1 975 ) .  The twine ,  whether it  is  monofi l ament ,  
nylon or cotton,  has no real affect on the overa l l  effici ency of the nets 
(Hagman 1 9 73 ) .  
The selectivity of gi l l  nets to sel ect sma l l er fish i s  apparently  
due to the fact that vi sual sensitivity  and  acuity improves as  fish 
grow due to the density of cones in  the i r  eyes decl i n i n g  l ess  rapi d ly  
than the image area i ncreases (Hamley 1 9 7 5 ) .  
Net select iv ity and effic i ency can a l so resu l t  from where the net 
i s  pl aced s ince certain species and s izes of fish inhabit di fferent areas. 
Net saturation effects efficiency i n  that as more fish are captured the 
efficiency rate decreases. Mesh s i ze affects effici ency si nce smal l er 
mesh s izes , being less efficient must have the i r  surface areas cor­
respondingly l arger to have the same efficiency as l arger mesh nets . 
Moyle ( 1949) and Carlander and Cleary ( 1 948) i ndi cate that sampl i ng 
with a gi l l  net i s  not random because the catch i s  i nfl uenced by the 
movements of the fi sh ,  shape of the f ish  and the groupi ngs of the fi sh .  
Al ong wi th this  Carlander ( 1 953) shows that certain species of  f ish  are 
more susceptible  to capture than others . Largemouth bass , crappies and 
sunfishes a l l  avoid g i l l  nets . I n  addi t i on the vi sual abi l i ty of dif­
ferent species is  variable so some fish  will  be more apt to be captured 
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during the day rather than at night when the nets become l ess visible 
(Carlander and Cl eary 1 949 ) .  
Carlander ( 1 953) indicates that probably gil l nets do not give a 
measure that wi l l  indicate the realtive abundance of different species .  
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INTRODUCTION 
Successful fi sheri es management requi res the accurate determination 
of the communi ty structure within  a body of water. Population estimates 
of the species s i z e  classes are fundamental i n  this  determination .  
Capture-recapture procedures , commonl y used to estimate fish populati on 
s i zes , have been developed by Peterson ( 1 896), Schnabel ( 1 938), Schumacher 
and Eschmeyer ( 1 943) and Chapman ( 1 954). These procedures are based on 
mathemati cal models which assume enti rely random unbi ased sampling .  
Assumptions necessary for recapture procedures to be valid have been 
di scussed by Ricker ( 1 948 , 1 958). The consistent i naccuracy of these 
procedures i s  due to the i nability of these assumptions to function i n  
fi eld s i tuati ons . Th is  fai lure arises primarily due to the heterogeneity 
to capture among d i fferent i ndiv iduals i n  the population .  Heterogeneity 
to capture i s  found in marked i ndiv i duals , d i fferent s i zed indiv iduals 
and di fferent spec i es .  
The capture of  marked f ish  i n  numbers not proportional to  their 
true abundance i s  the most common source of b i as { Ricker 1 958;  Beukema 
and DeVos 1 974). Di sproportional numbers of recaptures result from be­
havioral or phys ical l imi tations brought about by previous capture or 
from the di sproportional sampling of areas within  the body of water. 
Fred i n  ( 1 950), Beukema and DeVos ( 1 974) and Westers ( 1 963) have in­
di cated that double method procedures which i nvolve recapturing wi th a 
di fferent sampli ng method than ori ginally used, dimi n i s h  the b ias of 
di sproportionate recapture of marked fi sh .  
The d ifferential vulnerability  to capture of  species and size 
groups also results i n  estimation errors s i nce samp l i ng procedures are 
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selective for different species and sizes. 
This study involved the estimation of f ish  popul ations based on a 
series of sampling procedures . Hoop nets ,  gil l nets , seining and e lectro­
shocking were util ized in single and mu l tiple eval uation procedures. 
El imination of estimation errors due to differential vulnerabil ity and 
disproportionate recapture of marked indiv i dual s  was accomplished with 
multiple eval uation procedures . 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The study took pl ace between March 17 and May 3 ,  1976 at Linco ln  
Log Cabin Pond ( fig 1) . The pond , l ocated at  Lincoln Log Cabin State 
Park , eight miles south of Charleston , Ill i nois in Col es County , is 0 . 24 
hectares (0.6 acres) in size with an average depth of 1 . 8 meters and a 
maximum depth of 3 . 7  meters . The pond i s  bordered on the west by wil ­
l ows , Sal ix �' the east by the dam, overgrown with multiflora rose, 
Rose multifl ora , and to the north and south by cl eared picnic areas. The 
predominate aquatic vegitation is composed of E l odea and Spirogyra , 
with Spirogyra being  dense enough at times to make seining difficul t .  
Fish were captured by seining ,  e lectroshocking , gil l netting and 
hoop netting. Captured fish were marked , measured and released at the 
end of the pier ( f ig .  1 ) .  
Shocking took place three times a week for a total of 1 4  sampling 
trips during the study. Shocking was accompl i shed with a 220 vol t al ter­
nat ing current generator with three copper e l ectrodes mounted on a 14-
foot john boat prope l l ed by a seven horsepower motor. Individual sampling 
periods consi sted of sl owly dri ving the boat al ong the edge of the pond 
and weed beds for a 45 minute period .  Two workers in  the front as wel l 
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as the dri ver were equi pped with d i p  nets to capture the stunned fi sh .  
F i sh  captured by electroshocki ng were marked by c l i pping off the left 
pectoral f i n .  
Sei n i ng was done three times a week for � total of 1 3  samp l i ng 
tri ps . Sei n i ng was done with a 6 .  1 by 1 . 2  meter ( 20 by 4 foot) minnow 
seine with 0 . 64cm ( 0 . 25 i nch) mesh. Indi v i dual sampling periods 
consi sted of s i x  seine hau l s  which sampled the entire shoreling except 
for the east s ide ( dam) wh i ch was unseineabl e  due to the depth and the 
many fal len trees i n  the water there. F i sh  captured by sei n i ng were 
marked by cl i pping off the ri ght pectoral f i n .  
Hoop net sampling occurred on 3 6  occas i ons . Two 0 . 9  meter ( 3  foot) 
diameter, 2 . 54 cm ( 1  i nch) mesh hoop nets were used i n  conjunction w ith 
two 4 . 5  by 1 . 2  meter ( 1 5  by 4 foot) leads placed di rectly at the middle 
of and para l l el to the front hoops. The nets were checked every 24 hours 
and were placed randomly i n  a l l  but the deepest portions of the pond 
where the l eads could not be anchored to the bottom. F i sh  captured i n  
hoop nets were marked by removing the l eft pel v i c  fi n .  
G ill netting occured on 36 occasions and was accompl i shed by us ing  
a 1 00 foot (30 . 5  meter) g i l l  net cons i st i ng of  four 25 foot ( 7 . 6  meter) 
panels of 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  and 4 i nch ( 2 . 5 ,  5 .  1 ,  7 . 6 ,  and 1 0 .  1 cm) mesh .  The net 
was pl aced randomly i n  the pond and t ied to trees at the shorel ine .  The 
net was l ong enough to cover the enti re width of the pond at most spots 
and was checked every 24 hours. F i sh  captured i n  thi s net were marked by 
remov i ng the ri ght pelv i c  f i n .  
Population estimates were made using the Schnabel ( 1 938) and 
Schumacher and Eschmeyer ( 1 943) formul a s .  Confidence i nterval s used were 
those of Robson and Regier ( 1 97 1 )  and Schumacher-Eschmeyer ( 1 943) .  
Estimates were made for each species for the s ize  groups 5 - 1 0 .  1 cm 
( 2-4 inches ) , 1 0 .  1 - 1 5 . 2  cm (4-6 i nches ) and 1 5 . 2  cm ( 6  i nches ) or l arger. 
F ish  under 5 cm ( 2  inches ) were not i n c l uded . Estimates were made by 
single method procedures for each sampl ing  method and for mul t ip le  meth­
ods .  The mul t ip le  methods invol ved the capture and recapture of fish by 
two or more methods s imul taneously.  Mul t ipl e methods used were hoop and gi l l  
net ; hoop net and shocking ;  hoop net and seining;  gi l l  net and seining;  
sei ning and shocking ;  hoop net, gi l l  net,  and seini ng; hoop net,  sei n ing ,  
and shocking ;  hoop net gi l l  net , and shock i n g ;  gi l l  net , seining and 
shocking and a l l  four methods. 
The total popul ation was determi ned by dra in ing  the pond to the 
one meter level and then sei ned with a 21 meter ( 70 foot ) tra i l i ng 
bag seine.  The seine covered most of the drained pond and was used 
unt i l  only 2-3 sma l l  f ish  were being  cons i stently captured ind icatin g  
that only a few fish were not counted. The f ish  were held i n  hold ing  
tanks unt i l  they could be measured and counted. Micropterus salmoi des 
and Lepomis micro l ophus were returned to the pond, whi l e  the other 
species were not , as a management procedure. 
Phys ical parameters measured were temperature , tu�bidity ,  d i ssol ved 
oxygen and hardnes s .  Temperature and d i ssol ved oxygen measurements were 
taken each sampl i ng period with a portab le  YSI di ssol ved oxygen meter. 
Turbidity and hardness were measured us i n g  the Hach Model DR-EL/2 
D i rect Reading Engineers Laboratory. 
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RESULTS 
The mean water temperature during the study was l 4 . 2°c with a l ow 
temperature of l 0 . 8°c and a high of 2 1 . 0°c.  Dissolved oxygen concen­
trations ranged from 6 . 0  to 1 2 . 9  ppm with an average of 9 . 6  ppm. Tur­
b id ity ranged from 3 . 0  to 40. 0 J .  T .  U .  with a mean of 17 . 6 .  The total 
hardness was 1 50 mg/L. 
The species composition of the pon d ,  determined by the pond drainage, 
consisted of Lepomis micro l ophus , Lepomis cyanel l u s ,  Micropterus salmoides, 
Pomoxis nigromaculatus , Notemigonus crysol eucas and Semotilus atromaculatus . 
Individua l s  of a l l  these species were captured during the sampl i ng period 
with the exception of Notemigonus crysol eucas and Semotilus atromacul atus 
which were represented in the population by s i ngl e individua l s .  The 
predominate species i n  the pond were � micro l ophus , � cyanel l us and 
M. salmoides . The f..:.. nigromaculatus population consisted of six large 
i nd iv idua l s  that were consistently sampled by the hoop nets ( Table  1 0). 
Lepomis microlophus were sampl ed most effectively by hoop nets and 
el ectroshocking (Tables 2 ,  3).  Smal l � microlophus were captured by 
el ectroshocking and sei n i ng onl y ,  with no recaptures occurring (Tabl e 1 ) .  
The larger � microlophus (Tables 2 ,  3)  were captured by a l l  methods .  The 
l argest i ndividual s  were sampled most frequentl y by hoop nets with the 
most accurate popul ation estimates coming from the mul tip l e  sampl i ng with 
hoop nets and el ectroshocking (Tabl e 3) . I ntermediate s i zed L .  
microl ophus were captured most effectivel y with hoop nets and el ectro­
shocking (Tab l e  2). The effecti veness of these methods resulted in the 
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most accurate estimates for this  population occurring from the s i ngl e 
method procedures invol v ing the two techniques , and the mul t ip le  method 
of us ing both el ectroshocking and hoop netting together (Tabl e 2 ) .  
M icropterus salmoides were captured primari ly by el ectroshocki ng 
and sei ning .  Onl y  two specimens were captured with  the g i l l  net and 
none were captured with the hoop nets (Tables 4, 5 ,  6). Smal l bass 
(Table 4) were captured extensi vely by sei n i ng and el ectroshocking with 
the most accurate population estimates ari s i ng from the mul t ip le  methods 
of sei n ing and el ectroshocking as wel l as gi l l  net , seine and el ectro­
shocking.  The l arge bass were most effecti vely sampl ed and estimated by 
el ectroshocking (Tab l e  6) whi l e  the i ntermediate s ized bass were not 
recaptured successful l y  as i s  i nd icated by the s ing le  recapture resul ting 
from the mul tipl e method of sei n i ng and el ectroshoc k i ng (Table 5 ) .  
Lepomis cyanel l us were not captured frequently by the g i l l  net and 
only the sma l l  .!:..:__ cyanel l us were captured effectively by sei n i ng 
(Tabl es 7 ,  8 ,  9). E l ectroshocking proved to be the most genera l ly 
effective samp l i ng method for capturing al l the size groups (Tables 7 ,  
8 ,  9) . Hoop netting was the only effective sampl ing techn ique for the 
l arger specimens (Tab l e  9). The samp l i ng of smal l .!:..:__ cyanel l us re­
sul ted i n  erroneous estimates and few recaptures with any of the capture 
procedures (Tabl e 7 ) .  Intermediate s i z ed .!:..:__ cyanel l us were sampled by 
a l l  capture techniques with both mul ti p l e  and s i ng le  procedures 
y i el ding simi lar  resul ts (Tabl e 8). 
F ish  were captured regul arly throughout the samp l ing period with 
the exception of .!:..:__ microlophus wh ich were not captured by sei n i ng or 
shocki ng after Apr i l  1 0 ,  1976. !:..:._ microlophus was taken , however, 
regularly by hoop netting throughout the sampl i ng period. Al l other 
species were taken throughout the sampl i ng period with those procedures 
effective to the particul a r  species. 
Capture-recapture procedures are based upon six assumpti ons 
discussed by Ri cker ( 1 948, 1 958 ) :  ( 1 )  The assumption that both marked 
and unmarked individua l s  undergo the same mortal ity i s  difficult to det­
ermine. It  is bel ieved that this assumption held true since no dead or 
i njured f ish  were found during the sampling and rel eased fish swam away 
showing · no il l effects. This observation is substantiated by Ricker 
( 1 949) who indicated that spiny rayed f ish  over 5 inches l ong were not 
unfavorably  effected by fin cl ipping. ( 2 )  Loss of marks d id  not occur 
s ince the duration of the sampl ing was not l ong enough for regeneration of 
the fins to occur to prevent mark recognition.  (3)  Al l recaptures were 
reported since the c l ipped fins were eas ily recognizable and a l l  fi sh 
were examined by the same investigator throughout the sampl i n g  peri od. 
(4) Recruitment of new i nd ividual s was negl igi b le  due to the l ack of any 
spring associated with the pond and a minimum amount of fishing pres-
sure during the sampl ing  period . ( 5 )  Random mixing of marked and un­
marked fish in the popul ation apparent l y  held true. The small size of 
the pond and the centralized release point al l owed for the random mixing 
of marked and unmarked fishes .  ( 6)  The assumption that marked and un­
marked fish are equal l y  vulnerable to capture is difficul t to detect. 
El ectroshocking registered few recaptures compared to the number captured, 
with the exception of l arge !:!.:.. salmoides (Table 6 ) . Apparently marked 
ind ividua l s  were l ess vul nerable to capture by electroshoc k i ng than un­
marked fish. Sma l l  h:_ microlophus (Table l ), !:..:._ cyanel l us (Table 7 )  and 
intermediate M. salmoides (Table 5 )  were not recaptured frequently.  
Mul t ip le  methods and hoop nets provided good numbers of recaptures 
(Tabl es 2 ,  3 ,  5 ,  8 ,  9 ,  1 0 )  with the exception of smal l M. salmoides 
(Table 4)  indicating that marked and unmarked individuals were equa l l y  
vulnerab l e  to capture. 
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TABLE 1 .  POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR Lepomis microl ophus 5-1 0 .  1 cm.  in length . 
Linco l n  Log Cabin Pond , Col es County , I l l inoi s .  Spring 1 976.  
Actual population s i ze 88. 
SAMPL ING PROCEDURE NUMBER NUMBER SCHUMACHER PERCENTAGE 
MARKED RECAPTURED ESCHMEYER ERROR 
POPULATION OF 
ESTIMATE SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE 
ELECTROSHOCKING 1 1  0 
HOOP NET 0 0 
GILL NET 0 0 
SEINING 1 5  0 
SCHNABEL PERCENTAGE 
POPULATION ERROR 
ESTIMATE OF 
SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE 
I 
+:. 0 I 
TABLE 2 .  POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR Lepomis  microlophus 1 0 .  1 - 1 5 . 2  cm i n  l ength. 
Lincoln Log Cabin Pond, Coles County, Ill i noi s .  Spring 1 976 .  
ACTUAL POPULATION SIZE 94.  
SAMPLING PROCEDURE NUMBER NUMBER SCHUMACHER PERCENTAGE 
MARKED RECAPTURED ESCHMEYER ERROR 
POPULATION OF 
ESTIMATE SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE 
ELECTROSHOCKING 23 2 86+58 8 . 5  
-
HOOP NET 51 14 88+24 6 . 4  
GILL NET 1 0 
SEINING 5 0 
HOOP AND SHOCK 69 24 96+18 2. 1 
-
HOOP AND GILL 49 14 90+18 4 . 2  
HOOP AND SEINE 52 1 7  80+16 1 4 . 9  
-
GILL AND SEINE 6 0 
GILL AND SHOCK 23 2 86+30 8 . 5  
-
SEINE AND SHOCK 31 3 1 12+57 1 9 .  1 
HOOP, GIL L ,  SEINE 53 1 7  83+ 1 3  1 1 .  7 
-
HOOP, SEINE, SHOCK 65 35 65+4 30 .8  
-
HOOP, GILL ,  SHOCK 69 24 93+1 3 1 .  06 
GILL , SEINE , SHOCK 32 3 125+48 3 3 . 0  
ALL FOUR METHODS 66 35 67+3 28 . 7  
-
SCHNABEL PERCENTAGE 
POPULATION ERROR 
ESTIMATE OF 
SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE 
1 35+ 1 91 43 . 6  
121+65 28 . 7  
-
1 1 9+48 26 . 6  
-
1 09+58 1 6 . 0  
1 09+53 1 6 . 0  
-
1 34+190 42 . 6  
1 35+1 56 43 . 6  
-
1 1 4+55 2 1 .  2 
90+30 6 . 4  
1 32+54 40.4 
187+2 1 6  99 . 0  
-
94+32 0 
- TABLE 3 .  POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR Lepomis microl ophus 1 5 . w  cm or l onger in l ength . 
Lincol n Log Cabin Pond, Coles County, Il l inois. Spring 1 976 .  
ACTUAL POPULATION S IZE 66. 
SAMPLING PROCEDURE NUMBER NUMBER SCHUMACHER PERCENTAGE SCHNABEL PERCENTAGE 
MARKED RECAPTURED ESCHMEYER ERROR POPULATION ERROR 
POPULATION OF ESTIMATE OF 
ESTIMATE SCHUMACHER SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE ESTIMATE 
I ELECTROSHOCKING 7 0 
-+::> _, 
I HOOP NET 2 1  7 36+9 45 . 4  46+35 30 . 3  
- -
GILL NET 1 0 
SEINING 0 0 
HOOP AND SHOCK 26 9 40+32 39 . 4  58+39 12 . 1  
HOOP AND GILL 21  7 36+9 45 . 4  46+35 30.3  
G ILL  AND SHOCK 8 1 1 5+8 7 7 . 3  22+44 66 . 7  
HOOP, GILL ,  SHOCK 27 9 43+6 34.8 57+38 13 . 6  
TABLE 4 .  POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR Micropterus salmoides 5- 10 .  1 cm in l ength. 
Lincol n  Log Cabin Pond , Col es County , Il l inois. Spring 1 976.  
ACTUAL POPULATION SIZE 1 1 7 .  
SAMPLING PROCEDURE NUMBER NUMBER SCHUMACHER PERCENTAGE SCHNABEL PERCENTAGE 
MARKED RECAPTURED ESCHMEYER ERROR POPULATION ERROR 
POPULATION OF ESTIMATE OF 
ESTIMATE SCHUMACHER SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE ESTIMATE 
I ELECTROSHOCKING 24 1 1 68+93 43 . 6  252+504 1 1 5  . 4  
!::. 
-
'V I HOOP NET 0 0 
GILL NET 1 0 
SEINING 34 7 74+20 5 5 . 6  97+73 38 . 5  
GILL AND SEINE 34 0 
GILL AND SHOCK 24 2 94+43 1 8 . 5  1 57+222 34 . 2  
SEINE AND SHOCK 52 8 124+51 6 1 76+ 1 24 50 . 4  
GILL, SEINE , SHOCK 53 9 1 20+25 2 . 6  1 78+1 1 9  5 2 .  1 
- -
TABLE 5 .  POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MicroRt�rus salmoides 1 0 . 1 - 1 5 . 2  cm in l ength. 
Lincol n  Log Cabin  Pond, Coles County, I l li noi s .  Spring 1976. 
ACTUAL POPULATION S IZE 5 7 .  
SAMPLING PROCEDURE NUMBER NUMBER SCHUMACHER PERCENTAGE SCHNABEL PERCENTAGE 
MARKED RECAPTURED ESCHMEYER ERROR POPULATION ERROR 
POPULATION ClF ESTIMATE OF 
EST IMATE SCHUMACHER SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER ESCHMEYER 
EST IMATE ESTIMATE 
I ELECTROSHOCKING 1 9  0 .i::. 
w I 
HOOP NET 0 0 
G ILL NET 0 0 
SE IN ING 5 0 
SEINE AND SHOCK 24 1 171+22 1 40 248+496 289 . 5  
- -
� 
<· .J 
TABLE 6 .  POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR Microgterus saJ_ll}Q_ic!es 1 5 . 2  cm or l onger in l ength. 
Lincoln Log Cabin Pond, Col es County , I l l inois .  Spring 1 976 .  
ACTUAL POPULATION SIZE  48 . 
SAMPLING PROCEDURE NUMBER NUMBER SCHUMACHER PERCENTAGE SCHNABEL PERCENTAGE 
MARKED RECAPTURED ESCHMEYER ERROR POPULATION ERROR 
POPULATION OF ESTIMATE OF 
ESTIMATE SCHUMACHER SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE ESTIMATE 
:::. ELECTROSHOCKING 1 9  4 42+23 1 2 . 5  55+55 1 4 . 6  :::. 
I - -
HOOP NET 0 0 
GILL  NET 1 0 
SEINING 1 0 
GILL AND SEINE 2 0 
GILL AND SHOCK 1 9  4 38+4 20 .8  50+50 4 . 2  
SEINE AND SHOCK 20 4 1 37+58 185 .4  60+60 2 5 . 0  
GILL , SEINE ,  SHOCK 1 9  5 41+7 1 4 . 6  55+49 1 4 .  6 
TABLE 7 .  POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR Lepomi s cyane 1 1  us 5-10. 1 cm 1 ong . 
Lincoln Log Cabin Pond , Col es County , I l l inoi s .  Spring 1 976.  
ACTUAL POPULATION SIZE 463 . 
SAMPLING PROCEDURE ·NUMBER NUMBER SCHUMACHER PERCENTAGE SCHNABEL PERCENTAGE 
MARKED RECAPTURED ESCHMEYER ERROR POPULATION ERROR 
POPULATION OF ESTIMATE OF 
ESTI MATE SCHUMACHER SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE ESTIMATE 
I 
� <.Tl 
I ELECTROSHOCKING 18  1 92+64 80. 1 1 48+296 68.0 
HOOP NET 5 0 
GILL NET 0 0 
SEINING 43 3 1 99+180 5 7 . 0  256+296 44 . 7  
- -
HOOP AND SHOCK 20 1 103+ 1 8  77 . 8  1 68+336 63 . 7  
HOOP AND SEINE 48 3 220+99 52 . 5  327+378 29 . 4  
-
SEINE AND SHOCK 60 6 1 96+1 22 5 9 . 7  298+243 39 .6  
-
HOOP, SEINE,  SHOCK 62 6 206+56 5 5 . 5  313+256 32+4 
- -
,. � 
ACTUAL POPULATION SIZE 294 . 
SAMPL I NG PROCEDURE NUMBER NUMBER SCHUMACHER PERCENTAGE SCHNABEL PERCENTAGE 
MARKED RECAPTURED ESCHMEYER ERROR POPULATION ERROR 
POPULATION OF ESTIMATE OF 
ESTIMATE SCHUMACHER SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE ESTIMATE 
ELECTROSHOCKING 8 l 20+7 93 . 2  30+60 89 . 5  
HOOP NET 26 6 58+22 80 . 3  67+55 7 7 .  2 
GILL NET 2 0 
SE IN ING 4 0 
:::. 
I"\ 
HOOP AND SHOCK 32 10 45+8 84 . 6  68+43 76 . 9  -
HOOP AND GILL 28 6 50+26 83 . 0  79+64 73.  l -
HOOP AND SEINE 29 7 50+ 1 1  83 . 0  72+54 7 5 . 5  -
GILL AND SEINE 6 0 
GILL  AND SHOCK 9 2 1 4+2 95 . 2  20+28 93 . 2  
SEINE  AND SHOCK 12 l 48+20 83 . 6  70+140 7 6 . 2  
HOOP , G ILL ,  SEINE 29 8 41+6 86 . 0  64+45 7� . 2  
HOOP, SEINE ,  SHOCK 34 1 1  46+8 84 . 3  69+42 7 6 . 5  -
HOOP, GILL ,  SHOCK 35 6 81+18 7 2 . 4  125+102 57 . 5  -
GILL ,  SEINE ,  SHOCK 1 5  2 40+10 86 . 4  52+74 82 . 3  
ALL FOUR METHODS 36 1 3  43+4 85 . 4  66+37 77 . 6  
.. 17 - - - --' 
TABLE 9 .  POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR Lepomis cyane l l us 1 5 . 2  cm or l onger in l ength . 
Linco l n  Log Cabin Pond, Coles County , I l l inois. Spring 1 976.  
ACTUAL POPULATION SIZE 26 .  
SAMPLING PROCEDURE NUMBER NUMBER SCHUMACHER PERCENTAGE SCHNABEL PERCENTAGE 
MARKED RECAPTURED ESCHMEYER ERROR POPULATION ERROR 
POPULATION OF ESTIMATE OF 
EST IMATE SCHUMACHER SCHUMACHER 
:::. ESCHMEYER ESCHMEYER .J 
ESTIMATE ESTIMATE 
ELECTROSHOCKING 7 0 
HOOP NET 1 7  5 22+4 1 5 . 4  34+30 30 . 7  -
GILL  NET 0 0 
SE IN  ING 0 0 
HOOP AND SHOCK 20 8 32+5 23 .  l 36+25 38 . 5  
\•, _,. • • • -4 
I 
.::. 
00 I 
TABLE 1 0 .  POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR Pomoxis nigromaculatus 1 5 . 2  cm or longer in length . 
Lincoln Log Cabin Pond , Coles County, I l l inoi s .  Spring 1 976 . 
ACTUAL POPULATION S IZE 5 .  
SAMPLING PROCEDURE NUMBER NUMBER SCHUMACHER PERCENTAGE SCHNABEL 
MARKED RECAPTURED ESCHMEYER ERROR POPULATION 
POPULATION OF ESTIMATE 
EST I MATE SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE 
ELECTROSHOCKING 0 0 
HOOP NET 6 1 2  4 . 7+0.42 6 . 0  6 . 0+3 . 5  
- -
GILL NET 0 0 
SE IN ING 0 0 
PERCENTAGE 
ERROR 
OF 
SCHUMACHER 
ESCHMEYER 
ESTIMATE 
20 . 0  
DISCUSSION 
The d i fferential vul nerabil ity of i ndividuals to capture can take 
many forms , al l of which l ead to i naccuracies in capture-recapture pro-
cedures .  Di fferent individual s and size cl asses as wel l as species are 
heterogenious to sampl ing methods .  Capturing methods are themsel ves sel -
ective as to the spec ies and sizes they samp le .  This, combined with 
the differential recapture of marked i ndividual s ,  l eads to consi stent 
inaccuracies in popul ation estimates . Different ial numbers of recap-
tures resul t when marked fish become more or l ess  vulnerable to a par­
ticular sampling method. This  resul ts from behavioral or physical 
changes resulting from a previous capture of from the capturing pro-
cedure sampl ing onl y certain areas of a body of water resul ting in the 
individuals within that area being consistentl y subjected to sampl ing 
pressure. Double method procedures proposed by Fredin ( 1 950 ) ,  Westers 
( 1 963) and Beukema and DeVos ( 1 974) are effective i n  el imi nating the 
bias of marked i ndividual s being differential l y  vulnerable to capture . 
They fail , however, to take into account the heterogeniety to c apture 
of different sizes and species of fish to the particular sampling 
methods as we l l  as the problem of sampl ing only  those sections of the 
body of water that those particul ar sampling methods can adequately 
sampl e .  Should the two methods involved samp le  similar areas , there 
is the distinct poss ibility that only a particular segment of the pop­
ul ation wil l be sampl ed .  Shoul d the methods be different enough to 
sampl e  different segments of the popul ation the result may be too few 
recaptures obtained . 
The basic premise behind the multiple method procedure , presented 
, .  ' . 
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here, involves the simul taneous sampling of all areas of a body of 
water with several di fferent sampling methods to allow for the capture 
of most sizes and species of f ish .  This  procedure allows for the re­
capture of individua l s  by the same procedure as they were originally 
sampled, should that method be effective,  as  well as a l l owing for the 
recapturing of those marked indiv idual s which would ordinarily not be 
recaptured or which wou l d  be recaptured i n  di sproportionate numbers by 
a single method. 
In this procedure hoop nets were used to sample those f ish  having 
an affinity for the bottom or deeper areas of the pond as well as those 
which  seek deeper water cover. Seining was used to sample those fish 
i n  shallow water that were not mobile enough to avoid the seine inc lud­
ing many of the smaller i ndividuals of the species present. E l ectro-
shocking sampled the shallow water areas as wel l but a l so sampled those 
areas inaccessable to seining and those fish capable of escaping the 
seine, primarily the larger fish ( Fredin 1950; Cooper and Lagler 1956 ) .  
Larger fish are also more readily shocked than smaller fish (Vibert 1 963). 
Gill nets were used to sample those fish that actively move about from 
the shallows to deeper water and vice versa. This  combination of methods 
all owed for most areas of the pond and most s izes and species of fish 
to be sampled . 
The multiple method procedures in this study met with mi xed success. 
Single and multip l e  methods gave both accurate and inaccurate estimates . 
Intermedi ate sized .h=.. microlophus were accurately estimated by hoop 
nets, el ectroshocking and many multiple procedures primarily with the 
use of the Schumacher and Eschmeyer formula , although the Schnabel estimate 
involving all four methods was exactly correct (Table 2 ) .  The efficiency 
of the Schumacher and Eschmeyer estimates l ies in the fact that much of the 
., l 
popul ation was samp l ed .  Tabl e 2 shows this cl early, especia l l y  in the 
mul tip l e  procedure of el ectroshocking and hoop netting . This combination 
sampled two thirds of the popul ation and recaptured many more individual s 
than either of the procedures s ingly .  The total ly different nature of 
the sampl ing techniques and the s ampl i ng of entirely different areas of 
the pond i ndi cates that this popul ation was mobile,  moving between deep 
and shal l ow water. This movement ,  and the apparent l ower l i kl ihood of 
recapture by the original capturing method , resulted i n  more unbiased 
sampl i ng with the multiple procedures and consequently yielded more ac-
curate resul ts . 
The l arge .!:...:_ microlophus population was not samp l ed as effectively 
as the i ntermedi ate sized popul ation so the Schnabel estimate was the 
more reliable in this situation.  Hoop netting and el ectroshocking were 
the only effective methods for sampling the popul ation .  El ectroshocking 
had a negative influence on recaptures (Table 3) . . Hoop netting effecti ve-
l y  recaptured i ndividual s  and the mul t ip le  method of hoop netting with 
el ectroshock i ng yielded the most accurate resul ts . This ind icates that 
whil e hoop nets alone can apparently accurately estimate the popul ation 
size, the mul t ip le  method invol ving el ectroshocking increases the 
efficiency by increas i ng the sampling of those i ndi viduals  i nhabiting 
areas with a l ot of structure or cover which prevents adequate sampl ing 
by hoop nets. The i ncreased numbers al l ow more potential recaptures by 
hoop netting , and perhaps i n  other situations by el ectroshock i ng , thus 
increasing the accruacy of the estimate. 
The advantages of mul t i p l e  methods are c l early shown i n  the smal l 
M .  salmoides population (Tab le  4 ) .  El ectroshocking and seining both 
effectively sampled the popul ation but ineffectively estimated the pop­
ul ation size while the mul ti p l e  estimate combining these two capturing 
c i  
techniques was very accurate using the Schumacher-Eschmeyer formu l a .  
Since some ind i v idua l s  were sampled by both methods and recaptures were 
min i mal , especia l l y  by electroshocking , the i ndication is that marked 
i nd i vidua l s  were l ess l ikely to be captured again with the same apparatus 
whi l e  recapture by the other methods was not affected. This , combined 
with an i ncreased sample size , led to a better estimate. 
Larger !:!.:._ salmoides (Tab le  6 )  was one of the few groups that were 
accurately estimated by single m�thod procedures .  El ectroshocking proved 
to be the only method that could adequately sampl e these fish. This is 
apparently due to their size, which makes them more vulnerable to e lectro-
shockin g ,  and their habits of being around fa l l en trees and thick vegeta­
tion associated with shore l i nes (McCann and Carlander 1 970 ;  Vibert 1963 ) .  
The habitat preferences prevent other methods from effectively sampling 
these areas. Fessler ( 1 950) and Fredin ( 1 950)  have shown that seining 
is ineffective in sampl ing large !:!.:._ salmoides while Jester ( 1 973)  has 
indicated the same for gil l nets. 
Large � cyanel l us (Tab le  9 )  were captured only by el ectroshocking 
and hoop netting .  Hoop netting al one and the mul tiple procedure of hoop 
netting and electroshocking yie lded accurate est i mate s .  The mul tiple 
method , though not as accurate in this study, has merit, primarily due 
to the increased number of recaptures . Th is  indicates that a l though 
el ectroshocking adversely affected recapture by that method, it did not 
affect recapture by hoop nets . This  theoretical l y  l eads to a more varied 
and l arger sample resulting in more accurate estimates. 
The sma l l  population of !:.:__ nigromaculatus was sampled entirely 
(Table 1 0 ) .  The descrepency i n  the tab le  resul ted from one to the in­
dividuals  being caught by a fisherman during the study. A l l  individual s  
were captured at l east once and some several times as the l a rger number 
• 
' 
r 
of recaptures indicates .  Hoop netting provided the only means o f  sampl ­
ing these individual s .  The marked individuals were obviously not less 
vulnerable than unmarked fish ( if there would have been any) and were 
possibly more susceptabl e  to capture than unmarked .  � n igromacul atus 
was apparently captured frequently due to its habits of utilizing br.ushy 
areas in deeper water for cover (Huish 1 953 ) . The l ack  of this type of 
natural cover in the pond made the hoop nets ideal shel ter areas for 
these individual s .  
The popul ation of smal l !:.:_ microl ophus (Table 1 )  and !:.:_ cyane l l us 
(Table 7 )  were not successful l y  estimated.  Their smal l size prohibited 
them from being captured in the gil l net and only the l argest individual s 
in the size group coul d be captured in the hoop nets. Few recaptures 
occurred with ei ther single or mul tiple methods with !:.:_ cyane l l us and none 
with !:.:_ microl ophus . Capture by electroshocking was l i mited by the smal l 
size. Seining , the most efficient capturing procedure, was also inef-
fective in recapturing.  Apparently the smal l size of these individual s 
made marking a greater physical handicap than for l arger fish al l owing 
excess mortal ity in the form of predation or d i sease or, at least had 
an adverse affect on catchability. 
The occurrence of just a single recapture by multiple sampl ing (e lectro­
shocking and seining) indicates why intermediate sized M. salmoides (Table 
5 )  were not accurately estimated. El ectroshocking had an adverse affect 
on catchability. Seining was not h i ghly effective due to the size 
and mobil i ty of these f i sh .  The need for multiple sampl ing procedures 
seems evident by the fact that captured individual s are not proportionate­
ly recaptured by single methods and indicates that al though ineffective 
in this study, some system of multiple methods i s  required to estimate 
this population. 
Intermediate s i zed � cyanel l us ,  a l though sampled by a l l  procedures ,  
were inaccurately esti mated . Few i ndividua l s  were captured i ndicating 
the Schnabel estimates to be more accurate for the circumstances . Hoop 
nets proved the most efficient capturing means whi l e  the ineffi ciency of 
seining and el ectroshocking are rel ated to size. Apparently these fish 
were not l arge enough to be shocked effectively and too l arge and mobi l e  
to be seined effectively. The inaccuracy of the estimate i tself  arises 
from too many recaptures for the number of marked fish .  Since hoop nets 
were the only truly effective capturing method, the popul ation was not 
sampled uniformly.  The resul t was that ei ther those individua l s  
origina l l y  captured were more susceptabl e to the sampling procedure and 
hence were recaptured too frequent l y ,  or, more l ikely,  the non-uni form 
sampling resul ted in only a certain sub-popul ation bei n g  effectively 
samp led .  Al though a l l  areas were sampled in the pond, the ineffectiveness 
of most of the capturing procedures accounted for the non-uniform sampl­
i ng. Mul t ip le  methods , however, did substantial ly increase the number 
of recaptures indicating that these procedures may have potential for 
this popul ation. 
The success of multiple method procedures l ies directly with the 
role pl ayed by the various types of sampling gear. The rol e  played by 
the sampl ing gear is in turn i nfl uenced by the physical parameters of the 
water and the habits of the fish species involved. 
E l ectroshocking conditions , with a total hardness of 1 50 mg/l and 
the warm water temperatures, were sati sfactory for efficient shocking. 
Any failure of electroshocking to effectively sample the sha l l ow and 
brushy areas was therefore due to the habits or habi tats of the fish 
with the exception of the sma l l er ones where s ize l im its their suscept­
abil i ty to capture. The only other fishes not effectively sampled were 
l arge .h.:_ microlophus (Tabl e 3) and .E..:_ nigromaculatus (Table 1 0 ) .  This 
is due to their affinity to deep water. This affinity to deep water, how­
ever , a l l owed these fish to be easil y sampled by hoop nets. 
Conditions for passive netting (hoop and gil l netting) a l l ow for 
ample  visibility of the nets. The turbidity mean of 1 7 . 6  J .  T. U .  is l ow 
enough to indicate there was sufficient c l arity for the fish to see the 
nets. The l ow turbidity undoubted l y  pl ayed a role in the effectiveness 
of the gi1 1 netting operation. Centrarchids, being predaceous fish dep­
ending on visual cues for obtaining food , have good eyesight ( Bennett 1 971 ) .  
This eyesight enables them to effectivel y avoid capture in gill nets 
(Jester 1 973 ) .  Hansen ( 1 944) indicated that l ow turbidity does not 
enhance escape from hoop nets but theorizes that there is some l imit where 
escape would be hindered.  Though escape evidently occurred from the hoop 
nets , their efficiency in sampling the intermediate and l arge .h.:_ cyanel l us ,  
.h.:_ microlophus and .E..:_ nigromaculatus was good . Smal ler individuals escaped 
through the mesh, whil e � salmoides ,  having a high association with the 
shore l ine,  were not sampl ed at a l l .  
Physical parameters were apparentl y conducive to successful seining. 
Smal l individua l s  of al l species were samp l ed most effectively by this  
method due to their habitat preferences of sha l l ow,  weedy water, l ess 
devel oped swimming ability and less accurate eyesight ( Hamley 1 975 ) .  
The obvious advantages of mul tiple samp l ing are apparent in this 
study. The limitations, besides those of the samp l ing gear themselves, 
are not so apparent. The most important l imitation is the possible 
effect of one capturing method on a fishes catchability with other 
methods. The possibil ity exists that capture by one method may make a 
fish more or l ess vulnerabl e  to capture by other methods as well as the 
original capturing method. Shou l d  this occur, the bias of differential 
' 
vulnerability to capture of marked and unmarked individuals would still 
be present .  The accuracy of the mul ti ple estimates, however, indicates 
that the methodology is sound , although work i s  needed to determine the 
influence of one capturing method on the others. 
Mul t ip le  as well as single method procedures are li mited i n  that 
certain individuals , regardless of size or species , are more prone to 
capture than others . This bias cannot be eliminated but, in this mul­
tiple procedure method, its bias can be reduced. This reduction occurs 
as a result of larger samples being taken by using more methods ,  and more 
recaptures occurring due to the removal of recapturing bi ases. This bias 
i s ,  therefore di luted and kept to a minimum. 
To guarantee uniform samp l i ng of all areas it appears necessary 
to utilize the different sampling gear in a way to a l low for proportion­
al amounts of f ishing effort. Whether or not this occurred in this 
study is unknown . Since the estimates were reasonable accurate it can 
be assumed that proportional sampling occurred. 
The mesh size of the hoop nets can affect the size, kinds and number 
of fish captured. Di fferent sized meshes need to be tested to determine 
their effectiveness for di fferent f ishes . 
The multiple method proposed here has , on the whole, provided ac­
curate and apparently unbiased estimates of the various species in a 
pond. These estimates have proven the validity of this type of procedure. 
The sampling of all areas of a body of water by varied procedures allows 
for all species and sizes of the various sub-populations in the body of 
water to be sampled . This procedure, effective in this small pond should 
be of great benefit in larger bodies of water containing larger species 
combinations and sub-populations . I n  a situation involving many species , 
such as a reservoir , the merits for mul tiple sampling are obvious. The 
r r  
need to determine the population size of the various species rather 
than one species necessitates sampl ing  with several capturing methods. 
Large bodies of water i nclude many sub-populations with i n  different 
species. Those species whose sub-populations are found i n  s imilar areas 
of the body of water could  possi bly be sampl ed by sing l e  method sampling .  
Those, however, that inhabit different depths or  different habitat types 
cannot be sampled effectivel y by singl e  method procedures. The resul t 
would be that certain sub-popul ations woul d be consistent l y  sampled whi l e  
others would not be sampled at a l l .  This biased sampl i ng would conse­
q uently  l ead to error. Mul tip l e  samp l ing , however, would a l l ow a ll  
species and sub-populations to be adequatel y sampl ed while at the same 
time removing the bias of di fferential  vulnerabi l i ty to capture. 
Mul t ip le  methods shou ld  be computed using at least two different 
formulas . This  a l l ows for greater accuracy by appl ying the appropriate 
formula to the population , based on numbers marked. In this project the 
Schnabel and Schumacher and Eschmeyer formul as were sel ected s ince some 
popul ations were sampled better than others . Those populations where 
25 to 50% of the population is marked are best estimated by the Schumacher 
and Eschmeyer formul a while the Schnabel estimations are most efficient 
when onl y a sma l l  portion is marked. They have equal efficiency when 25% 
are marked ( nicker 1 942 ) .  I n  this study the Schumacher and Eschmeyer 
formul a was accurate most often due to the small populati on sizes. In  
l arger bodies of water the Schnabel formul a would probably be most use­
ful but several methods should be used to i nsure the most accurate es­
timate for the number of marked ind iv idua l s  obtained. 
The use of the four sampling methods in this study indicates that 
al l except the gil l net are useful in sampl ing populations .  Carlander 
( 1 953 )  indicated that gil l nets probabl y do not give a measure of the 
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relati ve abundance of different species . This , along with that fact 
that centrarchids are poorly captured by gill nets (Carl ander 1 953 ) ,  
indicates that the gill net should not be used in these procedures . 
The hardsh ips on the f ish  being caught i n  these nets undoubtedly affects 
recapture as well. Since centrarchids are so common in the sport fish­
ery of the area, gill nets are not useful. Multiple procedures should 
therefore be carried out using just the three other methods used here 
or replaced by other devices such as trammel nets where applicable . 
An improvement in gill net usage for this  study would have been to 
use a yellow instead of a white g i ll net. This color more effectively 
captures centrarchids (Jester 1 973 ) .  Should the species composi tion 
of a given body of water be known before sampling ( such was not the 
case i n  this  project) then the best two or more devices can be picked 
to best sample the species and areas of the body of water .  
Improvements that could be made with the procedure used would be 
the use of a trailing bag seine to more effectively seine the seine­
able areas and the use of a pul sed direct current electroshocker in­
stead of the alternating current shocker used. This type of shocker 
is more efficient and has a lesser physiol ogi cal effect on the fish. 
This  would enable more efficient shocking and perhaps have l ess of an 
adverse affect on recapturing susceptibility. 
In this study the effectiveness of the different sampling devices 
s i ngly and in multiple procedures is evident with the exception of the 
smaller fish. The d i fficulty in effectively sampl ing and recapturing 
these young fish is evident i n  the data. The need to know the population 
sizes of these fish is necessary to determine reproductive success and 
survival within a lake. More work is needed to develop techniques to 
estimate these fish populations.  
Eberhardt ( 1 969) indicated that the equal probab i l i ty to capture 
assumption i s  not fulfi l l ed by usual sampl i ng methods . The mul t ip le  
method presented here al l ows the equal vulnerabi l i ty to capture assump­
t i on to become a more real i stic assumption .  
c o  
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